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1 Abstract

2 Genomes of tens of thousands of SARS-CoV2 isolates have been sequenced across the world 

3 and the total number of changes (predominantly single base substitutions) in these isolates 

4 exceeds ten thousand. We compared the mutational spectrum in the new SARS-CoV-2 

5 mutation dataset with the previously published mutation spectrum in hypermutated genomes of 

6 rubella - another positive single stranded (ss) RNA virus.  Each of the rubella isolates arose by 

7 accumulation of hundreds of mutations during propagation in a single subject, while SARS-CoV-

8 2 mutation spectrum represents a collection events in multiple virus isolates from individuals 

9 across the world.  We found a clear similarity between the spectra of single base substitutions in 

10 rubella and in SARS-CoV-2, with C to U as well as A to G and U to C being the most prominent 

11 in plus strand genomic RNA of each virus.  Of those, U to C changes universally showed 

12 preference for loops versus stems in predicted RNA secondary structure.  Similarly, to what was 

13 previously reported for rubella, C to U changes showed enrichment in the uCn motif, which 

14 suggested a subclass of APOBEC cytidine deaminase being a source of these substitutions.  

15 We also found enrichment of several other trinucleotide-centered mutation motifs only in SARS-

16 CoV-2 - likely indicative of a mutation process characteristic to this virus.  Altogether, the results 

17 of this analysis suggest that the mutation mechanisms that lead to hypermutation of the rubella 

18 vaccine virus in a rare pathological condition may also operate in the background of the SARS-

19 CoV-2 viruses currently propagating in the human population.

20
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21 Introduction

22 RNA viruses can show a high mutation rate [1], which often results in fast emergence of viral 

23 quasispecies - populations of viruses differing in several genomic positions from the original 

24 virus [2].  Errors made by the RNA-dependent RNA-polymerase (RdRP) viral replicase are a 

25 source of mutations, however in coronaviruses some of these errors can be corrected by a 

26 proofreading RNA exonuclease ExoN [3, 4].  Another source of mutations comes from RNA 

27 base editing by two classes of endogenous enzymes: adenine deaminases (ADAR) and 

28 cytosine deaminases APOBECs (APOlipoprotein B mRNA Editing Complex like polypeptides) 

29 which have a broad range of functions spanning from site-specific editing of cellular mRNAs to 

30 inhibiting viral and retrotransposon proliferation [5-7].

31

32 ADARs (ADAR1 and ADAR2) are double-strand (ds) RNA-specific enzymes converting adenine 

33 to inosine (A to I).  Since inosine pairs with cytosine, this will result in A to G changes after the 

34 next round of replication. The preference of ADARs for certain deamination motifs - reflecting a 

35 combination of immediate nucleotide context and the anticipated dsRNA formed by folding - was 

36 assessed for in vitro editing of several RNA substrates. Based on these data, software was 

37 developed aimed to assign predictive ADAR deamination scores to any A position in a given 

38 RNA molecule [8].  The ADAR editing sites that were deduced in RNAs of cultured stimulated 

39 immune cells [9] agreed with the preferences defined in the in vitro study. It remains to be 

40 established whether these preferences would hold for a wide variety of RNA substrates in 

41 conditions of controlled in vivo expression of either ADAR1 or ADAR2.

42

43 Unlike ADARs, the structure of APOBEC enzymes allow deamination only in single-strand (ss) 

44 RNA or in ssDNA.  At least two APOBECs, APOBEC1 and APOBEC3A are capable of 

45 deaminating cytosine to uracil in RNA, however an RNA editing capacity of other APOBECs 

46 cannot be excluded [10-12]. Cytosine deamination in RNA creates the normal RNA base – 
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47 uracil, which can be then accurately copied in subsequent rounds of RNA replication.  DNA 

48 deamination motifs or mutation signatures (i.e., the immediate nucleotide contexts around 

49 deaminated Cs) of several human APOBECs were first defined in model microbial systems and 

50 then found in genomic DNAs of human cancers, where they can cause hypermutation clusters 

51 [13-18].  The preferred DNA deamination motif of APOBEC3G (A3G) is nCc to nTc (n=any 

52 base; the mutated nucleotide and the resulting nucleotide are capitalized). Other APOBECs 

53 show preference for the tCn to tTn deamination motif or to a more stringently defined 

54 trinucleotide. For example, both APOBEC3A (A3A) and APOBEC3B (A3B) prefer tCa as a 

55 target, both in the yeast model and in human cancers [14].

56

57 An indication of frequent RNA editing was recently found in the isolates of the hypermutated 

58 plus-strand ssRNA rubella vaccine virus from cutaneous granulomas of children with primary 

59 immunodeficiencies [19].  Altogether, genomes of six independent isolates of the hypermutated 

60 vaccine-derived viruses contained 993 mutations. Most changes were C to U in the genomic 

61 plus-strand RNA.  These C to U changes showed high enrichment of a uCa to uUa RNA editing 

62 motif – a match to the characteristic A3A or A3B mutagenic motif in DNA.  While the similarity 

63 between the C to U RNA editing motif in rubella and the DNA editing motifs strongly suggested 

64 the nature of the editing enzyme, signature motifs of APOBEC cytosine deamination in RNA are 

65 yet to be confirmed in a direct study involving expression of an APOBEC enzyme and collection 

66 of in vivo-editing spectrum data.  The second most prevalent type of editing event was A to G 

67 change in the rubella plus or minus-strand, revealed as either U to C or G to A changes in the 

68 reported plus-strand sequence, respectively.  These changes would be expected to result from 

69 ADAR editing.  Minus-strand RNA in rubella as well as in Coronaviridae would often exist within 

70 completely- or partially double-stranded RNA [20, 21], which would be the right substrate for an 

71 ADAR. This strand is a template for the multiple rounds of transcription generating many plus-

72 strand partial- or full-size genomic RNAs.  Thus, an A to G editing event in the minus-strand of 
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73 dsRNA at the beginning of replication cycle would be carried as a U to C change to multiple 

74 rubella genomes.  A to G editing events in the plus-strand of the dsRNA intermediate may 

75 directly contribute to the mutation spectrum in plus-strand viral genomes or propagate the 

76 mutation via the subsequent rounds of replication within the same cell.

77

78 In summary, the previous analysis of the mutation spectrum and mutational signatures of 

79 hypermutated rubella genomes provided a strong indication of hyperediting by APOBEC 

80 cytidine deaminases as well as suggested editing by ADAR adenine deaminases [19].  Both 

81 rubella and Coroniviridae are positive ssRNA viruses which produce many copies of the 

82 genomic positive RNA strand and also have dsRNA intermediates in their replication cycles [20-

83 22], which can serve as substrates for APOBECs and for ADARs, respectively.  Indeed, recent 

84 analyses suggested APOBEC and ADAR editing in SARS-CoV-2 based on an excess of C to U 

85 changes and A to G in sequencing reads from lavages of two COVID-19 patients or in genome 

86 alignments [23].  Based on the similarity between the preferred RNA editing motifs in rubella 

87 and the APOBEC DNA hypermutation motifs, we sought to determine whether similar 

88 mutational signature motifs can be detected in a collection of 32,341 whole genome sequences 

89 of multiple SARS-CoV-2 isolates that have been sequenced during the current COVID-19 

90 pandemic.   We present here the evidence indicating a similarity between the RNA editing 

91 spectra and mutational signatures between the hypermutated rubella isolates and the load of 

92 editing changes accumulated in this collection of SARS-CoV-2 genomes.  We also found 

93 several new trinucleotide-centered mutational motifs unique to SARS-CoV-2.

94

95 Materials and Methods

96

97 SARS-CoV-2 genomes
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98 SARS-CoV-2 genome sequences in the FASTA format were downloaded from 

99 https://www.epicov.org/epi3/frontend# at 13:10 EST on 2020/06/24 after applying the following 

100 download filters: (i) “complete sequence”; (ii) “high coverage”; (iii) “human”; (iv) “hCOV-19/...”.  

101 The downloaded 32,341 FASTA entries were edited to remove spaces from FASTA headers 

102 (fatal defects for many tools) and reformatted to a consistent line length of 80 characters.  

103 Several samples with non-standard FASTA problems (many of them contain hyphens) that 

104 cannot be reasonably fixed and failed at the stage of alignment with the reference, therefore 

105 only 32,115 isolates were included into mutation calling.

106

107 Mutation calls in SARS-CoV-2 genomes

108 Mutations in individual isolates were identified using MUMmer 3.23 ([24] and 

109 http://mummer.sourceforge.net/) by making pairwise alignments with the original Wuhan isolate 

110 (GenBank entry NC_045512.2) using the command:

111 nucmer NC_045512.2.fasta query.fasta

112 The SNP variants output was generated using the command:

113 show-snps -T -Clr out.delta

114 and concatenating the individual results into a single tab-delimited text file. 

115 For compatibility with other mutation analysis tools, the variant tables were created using the 

116 Mutation Annotation Format (MAF): 

117 https://software.broadinstitute.org/software/igv/MutationAnnotationFormat but any suitable 

118 mutation representation format can be used instead.  Functional annotation of the mutations 

119 was performed using the standard protocol of ANNOVAR ([25] and https://doc-

120 openbio.readthedocs.io/projects/annovar/en/latest/) based on the genome annotations in 

121 GenBank entry NC_045512.2

122
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123 Out of 251,481 mutations initially called in 32,115 isolates, 251,273 were retained after 

124 removing redundant DNA symbols (anything but A,C,G,T) as well as mutation calls separated 

125 by less than 20 nt from either end of the reference, of which 243,454 were SNVs in 32070 

126 isolates. Those mutations, redundantly spread in multiple isolates, were collapsed into a non-

127 duplicated MAF designated as NoDups (up to three substitution types at each individual base 

128 position in the genome) of 13,736 mutations, 12,156 of which were SNVs.  The NoDups filtered 

129 MAF was further subdivided into two MAFs: (i) NoDupsNonFunc MAF containing only 4,740 

130 base substitutions that either caused a synonymous change in protein or were located in non-

131 coding regions and therefore were annotated as non-functional; (ii) NoDupsFunc MAF 

132 containing only 7,416 base substitutions causing either aminoacid change or protein-truncation 

133 and therefore annotated as functional.

134

135 Rubella genome and mutation data

136 The set of 993 base substitutions identified in six hypermutated isolates of rubella RA27/3 

137 vaccine strain listed in MAF format were obtained from a previous study [19].  RA27/3 strain 

138 reference sequence GenBank entry FJ211588 was used for RNA-fold and nucleotide context 

139 annotations.  Rubella mutation calls were compared with de-duplicated sets of SARS-CoV-2 

140 mutation calls from 32,115 isolates contained in three versions of filtered MAFs (see “Design of 

141 the analysis” in Results).

142

143 Comparison of SARS-CoV-2 and rubella base substitution spectra

144 The first indication of certain mutagenic mechanisms prevailing in generation of mutation load is 

145 a non-uniform distribution of base substitutions.  Base substitution counts in each virus depend 

146 on both the relative probability of a given base substitution within the group of three possible 

147 substitutions of a given base and on the prevalence of each of four bases in a viral genome.  

148 Thus, in order to correct for the latter, we calculated densities of each of twelve possible base 
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149 substitutions in each SARS-CoV-2 and rubella MAFs, dividing a base substitution count by the 

150 number of the mutated base in the reference sequence.  We then assessed similarity of base 

151 substitution densities distributions between rubella and each of SARS-CoV-2 filtered MAF using 

152 non-parametric Spearman correlation with the null hypothesis that, there is no positive 

153 correlation between spectra in rubella and SARS-CoV-2.

154

155 Statistical evaluation of mutagenesis in trinucleotide-centered mutation motifs

156 Calculating enrichment and statistical evaluation of mutagenesis in a small number of 

157 trinucleotide-centered mutation motifs identified from mechanistic knowledge turned productive 

158 in our prior assessments of mutagenesis associated with established mechanisms and known 

159 preference to certain trinucleotide motifs [14, 19, 26, 27].  In this study we extended statistical 

160 evaluation to all 192 possible trinucleotide centered motifs.

161 Trinucleotide and single-nucleotide frequencies in the genomic background were calculated 

162 using two alternative methods:

163 (i) context-based – counts in the 41 nt windows centered around each mutation location;

164 (ii) reference-based – counts in the whole reference genome.

165 In both cases, Jellyfish ([28] and https://www.cbcb.umd.edu/software/jellyfish/) was used to 

166 calculate the counts of tri- and mononucleotides (k-mers with k equal 3 or 1, respectively) in the 

167 appropriate FASTA sequences (multiple FASTA entries for context, single entry for the 

168 reference).  Each of the three substitution types in each of the 64 trinucleotides (total of 192) 

169 centered around the mutated base were counted with a set of 192 counters based on string-

170 indexed arrays implemented as simple commands in Awk.

171 Counts of single nucleotide mutations, mutated trinucleotide motifs as well as trinucleotide and 

172 single-nucleotide frequencies in the genomic background were used to calculate enrichment 

173 with mutagenesis in each of 192 motifs over the presence expected for random mutagenesis as 

174 follows:
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175 Enrichment (E) of xYz to xMz mutations calculated as

176 E(xYz to xMz)=((xYz to xMz_counts)/(Y to M_counts))/(xyz_counts/y_counts),

177 where

178 Y and M are the original nucleotide and the nucleotide resulting from mutation, respectively,

179 y is the nucleotide in the context identical to Y in mutation motif

180 x and z are 5’ and 3’ flanking nucleotides in a motif, respectively 

181

182 Statistical evaluation of Enrichment values was performed by two-tailed Fisher's exact test p-

183 value comparing two ratios:

184 ((xYz:M_counts)/(Y:M_counts-xYz:M_counts)) vs (xyz_counts/y_counts-xyz_counts)

185 P-values were then corrected for multiple hypotheses testing by Benjamini-Hochberg FDR 

186 including all 192 motifs.  Only values passing FDR=0.05 were considered statistically significant.

187

188 A minimum estimate of the number of mutations in a sample caused by xYz to xMz specific 

189 mutagenesis in excess of what would be expected by random mutagenesis was calculated as 

190 follows:

191 xYz:M_MutLoad_MinEstimate=[xYz:M_counts]*[( xYz:M_enrich - 1)/xYz:M_enrich].

192 Calculated values were rounded to the nearest whole number. xYz:M_MutLoad_MinEstimate 

193 was calculated only for samples passing FDR=0.05, signifying a statistical over-representation 

194 of motif-specific mutagenesis.  Samples with FDR>0.05 received a value of 0.

195

196 Statistical evaluation of preference to loop or stem locations in predicted RNA secondary 

197 structure

198 The RNAfold function of the ViennaRNA Package 2.0 [29] was used to determine the secondary 

199 structure of the complete FASTA sequences of the reference genomes for the SARS-CoV-2 
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200 virus (NC_045512.2) and the RA27/3 rubella vaccine virus (FJ211588). A sample command for 

201 generating the secondary structure of SARS-CoV-2 genome shown below:

202 RNAfold -d2 --noLP < nc_045512.2.ref.fasta > nc_045512.2.ref.RNAfold.out

203 The output for each analysis (.out) in dot-bracket notation was input into BBEdit 

204 (https://www.barebones.com/products/bbedit/) and all characters in both sequence and notation 

205 rows were made space delimited. Each of these rows were pasted into Excel and turned into 

206 space delimited cells. Sequence and notation were separately copied and pasted using the 

207 “Transform” function into a new Excel spreadsheet. A column with the nucleotide position was 

208 added and the file saved as a tab delimited text file *RNAfold.txt. For each resulting file the first 

209 column was the nucleotide position, the second column is the nucleotide, and the third column 

210 was the annotation of that nucleotide in dot-bracket notation. The *RNAfold.txt files were used to 

211 add a stem-loop annotation column “RNAfold” to all MAF files using the vlookup function in 

212 Excel and saved as a tab delimited text file.

213

214 For searching for motifs and trinucleotides, *RNAfold.txt files were used to create a searchable 

215 text files as follows. Columns two and three of each file were copied into a two new text files. On 

216 command line, the two columns in each file were merged using 

217 awk '{$(NF-1)=$(NF-1)""$NF;$NF=""}1' OFS="\t"

218 The output file from this was opened in BBEdit, the line breaks were removed, resulting in a file 

219 containing nucleotides and annotation of those nucleotides in a single row as an interleaved and 

220 searchable format as CoV2_annot_final.txt and Rubella_annot_final.txt.

221 These files, displayed in BBEdit, were used to separately count all single nucleotides and all 64 

222 trinucleotides classified as either stem or loop location based on the stem or loop annotation of 

223 the individual nucleotide position or of a central position in each trinucleotide.

224
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225 Statistical evaluation of differences between loop vs stem single base substitution mutagenesis 

226 or trinucleotide motif associated mutagenesis was by comparing mutation densities in loop vs 

227 stem:

228 mutLoop/refLoop  - density of a substitution type or a trinucleotide motif mutation type in loops

229 where

230 mutLoop and refLoop are counts in loops of a given type of events mutations or nucleotides in 

231 reference, respectively,

232 and

233 mutStem/refStem  - density of a substitution type or a trinucleotide motif mutation type in stems

234 where

235 mutStem and refStem are counts in stems of a given type of events mutations or nucleotides in 

236 reference, respectively.

237

238 Statistical evaluation of loop vs stem mutagenesis was performed by two-tailed Fisher's exact 

239 test comparing ratios (mutLoop/(refLoop-mutLoop)) and (mutStem/(refStem-mutStem)) for 

240 either base substitutions or for trinucleotide motifs. Fisher's exact test p-value was corrected by 

241 Benjamini-Hochberg for the set of 12 possible base substitutions or for 16 possible tri-nucleotide 

242 centered around a given base substitution.

243

244

245 Results

246 Design of the analysis

247 The overarching hypothesis of this study was that some of the processes generating RNA 

248 mutation load in population of SARS-CoV-2 genomes are similar (but not necessarily identical) 

249 to the processes that generated changes in genomic RNAs of hypermutated rubella viruses.  
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250 For that purpose, we obtained the viral genome FASTA files and processed them to obtain 

251 unique mutation calls and the mutation signatures as outlined in Fig 1.

252

253 Fig 1.  Analysis workflow

254 MAF – mutation annotation format table

255 Each filtered MAF combines mutations from all samples into a single dataset.

256

257 32,341 FASTA files were downloaded from the GISAID Initiative [30] web site 

258 (https://www.gisaid.org/) on 06/22/2020, each containing a consensus whole genome-sequence 

259 of a SARS-CoV-2 virus isolated from a human subject and sequenced at high coverage.  Based 

260 on the published analysis of the GISAID data for a subset of around 4000 of SARS-CoV-2 

261 isolates across the world performed with the use of the Nextstrain package ([31] and 

262 https://nextstrain.org/ncov/global?l=clock), an average lineage of SARS-CoV-2 virus 

263 successfully transmitted from one subject to another would accumulate approximately 22 base 

264 substitutions per year (12-13 base substitutions for the period of December - June, 2020); a 

265 similar estimate was also obtained in [32]).  The final FASTA sequence files of the individual 

266 isolates in GISAID represent a consensus derived from high coverage sequencing reads and 

267 contain information about the mutations present with high frequency in a sequenced viral isolate 

268 and therefore belong to viral particles capable of proliferation.  We aligned each sequence 

269 against the sequence of presumably the earliest isolate of a SARS-CoV-2 genome 

270 (NC_045512. 2) and listed each change in a separate row of a mutation annotation file (MAF) 

271 Fig 1 and S1A Table.  We annotated each of 251,273 mutation events in each isolate by 

272 surrounding +/- 20 nucleotides of genomic context around position of each mutation, by location 

273 in one or in several overlapping ORFs, by potential amino acid change or protein truncation 

274 effect, as well as by location of a change in self complementary area (predicted stem) or outside 

275 of such area (predicted loop) in plus-strand genomic RNA. Many independent isolates could 
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276 have originated from the already mutated virus spreading the same mutation(s) into genomes of 

277 multiple (up to thousands) downstream isolates (see column “times_refPos_mutated_inMAF” in 

278 S1A Table).  Therefore, we also annotated each mutation in a sample by the number of different 

279 samples in which such a mutation was found. Since each genome of an individual isolate 

280 contained only few mutations and many of these mutations were identical in multiple isolates, 

281 we built our analysis to evaluate the overall spectrum of non-redundant mutation events that 

282 have accumulated in the human population through the current pandemic rather than the 

283 mutation spectra in individual isolates  We de-duplicated the starting MAF and created three 

284 groups of mutations (S2A,B,C Table).  The first  group contained a pooled non-redundant set 

285 with no duplicates (NoDups) that listed each individual mutation only once regardless of how 

286 many isolates contained the same mutation (total 12,156 mutation events). While the individual 

287 isolates are not listed in this group any more, it contains a set of distinct events most closely 

288 representing the spectrum of unrelated mutation events rather than a complex downstream 

289 process of distributing mutant forms in human population.  However, even in the NoDups list 

290 (S2C Table) the base substitutions in many positions could be under positive or negative 

291 selection, which could skew the spectrum of the observed changes from the mechanistic 

292 mutation spectrum that accurately reflects the underlying mutagenic processes.  Therefore, we 

293 subdivided this group based on whether the changes yielded functional effects in the SARS-

294 CoV-2 genome.  Non-synonymous amino acid changes and changes introducing or removing 

295 stop codons were designated as functional (Func), while synonymous changes or changes 

296 outside ORFs were designated and non-functional (NonFunc). The content of NoDupsNonFunc 

297 group (S2A Table) would be the least affected by functional selection and thus, most accurately  

298 represent the impact of unconstrained mutational processes operating on the viral genome. 

299 While this group is smaller, it still contains a sufficient number of changes (4,740 mutation 

300 events) for detecting trends in the mutational patterns.  The mutation spectrum of 7,416 

301 NoDupsFunc events (S2B Table) was also analyzed.  Each of the three SARS-CoV-2 mutation 
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302 spectra was compared to the combined mutation spectrum (993 base substitutions) from six 

303 independent isolates originated from the hypermutated rubella-vaccine virus [19] (S3A Table). 

304 Unlike many SARS-CoV-2 isolates, where individual mutated event could be carried from one 

305 isolate to another, each rubella isolate contained mutations that had occurred independently 

306 from the vaccine virus in each subject.  Thus, the total of the mutational events in six rubella 

307 isolates was, at least in part, representative of the mutation spectrum.  However, mutation 

308 spectra in each rubella isolate may represent an unknown level of selection.  Indeed, a number 

309 of mutations was observed in more than one rubella isolate (see column 

310 “times_refPos_mutated_inMAF” in S3A Table).  Some level of selection was also indicated by 

311 analysis of synonymous and nonsynonymous substitutions in each codon [19].  Therefore, we 

312 made separate comparisons of the rubella mutation spectra with each of the three SARS-CoV-2 

313 non-redundant MAFs (Fig 1): the non-duplicated mutation events (NoDups), and its two subsets 

314 – the non-duplicated mutation events with potential of functional significance (NoDupsFunc) and 

315 the non-duplicated non-functional mutation events (NoDupsNonFunc).

316

317 All mutations are reported based on the plus (genomic) strand of the virus.  We started from 

318 conventional comparisons of all possible single base substitutions and the mutation preference 

319 for potential loop or stem parts of ssRNA secondary structure.    Unlike in our previous analysis 

320 of the mutation spectrum and signatures in the genomes of hypermutated rubella isolates, 

321 where we followed only a limited set of motifs based on specific hypotheses, we used here an 

322 “agnostic” approach analyzing all 192 possible trinucleotide-centered mutation motifs for 

323 enrichment in the viral genomes.  We also used existing software to calculate ADAR editing 

324 scores [8].  Overall, our methodology allows to detect the mutational signatures that 

325 predominate in the viral genomes.  Comparisons with the hypermutated rubella genomes further 

326 demonstrated the similarities in the mutational processes operating on both viral genomes.

327
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328 Similarity of base substitution spectra between hypermutated rubella genomes and 

329 SARS-CoV-2.

330 We compared the distribution of densities of the 12 possible single base substitutions (counts of 

331 each base substitution normalized by the presence of the unmutated base in the genome).  

332 While density distributions reflect the contributions of different mutagenic processes in each 

333 dataset, density values for specific base substitutions cannot be compared directly between two 

334 viruses because they were obtained from vastly different genome numbers.  Importantly, there 

335 was a statistically significant similarity between the distributions of base substitution densities in 

336 rubella and in each of three filtered SARS-CoV-2 MAFs as well as a similarity in several 

337 prevailing types of base substitutions (Fig 2 and S4 Table).

338

339 Fig 2.  Comparison of base substitution spectra between rubella and SARS-CoV-2 

340 datasets from filtered MAFs

341 The spectrum from each SARS-CoV-2 filtered MAF was compared with rubella spectrum.  Bars 

342 represent densities of base substitutions in each dataset calculated by dividing counts of each 

343 base substitution by counts of the substituted base in the reference sequence.  Connecting lines 

344 visualize overall parallelism between rubella and each filtered MAF.  Insert boxes show 

345 Spearman r, its 95% CI, and one-tailed p-value for hypothesis about positive correlation 

346 between rubella and SARS-CoV-2 spectra.  Source data are in S4 Table.

347

348 In both viruses, there was a very high frequency of the C to U changes, consistent with the 

349 hypothesis of cytidine deamination in the plus-strand (genomic) RNA.  C to U changes in the 

350 minus-strand, which would be reported as G to A in the plus-strand, were less abundant in both 

351 viruses.  Another class of highly abundant changes in both viruses were U to C changes in the 

352 plus RNA strand which could originate from A to G changes caused by ADAR adenine 
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353 deaminase in the minus-strand.  The corresponding A to G changes in the plus-strand were less 

354 abundant in rubella but  were comparable with the C to U changes in SARS-CoV-2.

355

356 A prior study of hypermutated rubella genomes found small, but statistically significant increase 

357 in ADAR scores (calculated as described by [8]) in U to C and A to G ADAR-like base 

358 substitutions compared to two other types of substitutions in U or A nucleotides [19].  However, 

359 no statistically significant increase in ADAR scores was found for the U to C and A to G changes 

360 in the SARS-CoV-2 dataset analyzed in a similar way (S1 Fig and S1 Data).  Since the ADAR 

361 score tool was developed based on in vitro deamination of a perfectly paired dsRNA substrate, 

362 there could be a difference in sequence preferences between this substrate and the actual 

363 substrate of in vivo editing of SARS-CoV-2 RNA.  Alternatively, abundant U to C and A to G 

364 ADAR-like editing could be due to mechanisms not involving ADARs.

365

366 The only apparent discrepancy between the two viruses was in a high density of the G to U 

367 changes in the plus-strand of SARS-CoV-2, while they were nearly absent in rubella.  We note 

368 that the density of G to U changes in minus-strand (reported as the complementary C to A 

369 changes in plus-strand in Fig 2) was similar to other low abundant changes in both viruses. A 

370 possible origin of the increased G to U changes in SARS-CoV-2 genomes will be detailed in 

371 Discussion.

372

373 Several types of base substitutions show preference for regions prone to loop formation 

374 in viral RNA secondary structure

375 A high abundance of C to U (or G to A) mutations was already noticed in several recent 

376 analyses of SARS-CoV-2 mutation data and inferred to either APOBEC mutagenesis or to 

377 errors in RdRp copying of the minus-strand [23, 32, 33].  C to U mutations in RNA can be also 

378 caused by non-enzymatic deamination of cytidines similar to such deamination described in 
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379 DNA [15, 34].  Recently it was revealed that APOBEC3A has a preference for deaminating 

380 cytosines in regions prone to forming loops in ssDNA secondary structure [35].  Therefore we 

381 annotated all positions in the SARS-CoV-2 and rubella genomes for either preference for loop or 

382 stem location in potential secondary structure formed by the RNA plus-strand ([29] S1B and 

383 S3B Tables and Methods).  We then compared mutation counts in loop vs stem for each type of 

384 base substitutions (Fig 3 and S5 Table).

385

386 Fig 3.  Comparison of base substitution mutagenesis between locations prone to loop or 

387 stem formation in viral RNA genomes

388 Bars represent densities of base substitutions in stem- or in loop-forming sections. Densities are 

389 calculated by dividing counts of each base substitution in either loop or in stem by counts of the 

390 substituted base in the loop-forming or in stem-forming regions of the reference sequence.  

391 Statistical comparison between mutagenesis in stem vs loop for every base substitution was 

392 done by two-tailed Fisher’s exact test.  P-values were considered after correcting by FDR.  

393 Brackets indicate pairs passing FDR=0.05.

394 * <0.05

395 ** <0.005

396 *** <0.0005

397 Source data including exact p-values are in S5 Table.

398

399 In both viruses there was a highly significant preference for loop location with C to U  changes in 

400 plus-strand.  The second type of base changes prevalent in both SARS-CoV-2 and in rubella, 

401 the U to C changes in plus-strand (corresponding to A to G changes in minus-strand) did not 

402 show statistically significant differences between loop and stem.  As discussed above, the U to 

403 C (A to G) changes were consistent with ADAR adenine deaminase activity in dsRNA minus-

404 strand, where secondary structure effects are not expected.  The only other type of changes 
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405 showing statistically significant difference between loop and stem locations in all groups of 

406 SARS-CoV-2 mutations were G to U changes.  Same as for the base substitution spectra, this 

407 outstanding feature of the G to U changes showed up in SARS-CoV-2, but not in rubella (see 

408 above).

409

410 Mutational motif preferences in SARS-CoV-2 and rubella genomes suggest APOBEC 

411 cytidine deaminases as a source of C to U base substitutions in the plus RNA strand. 

412 Since base substitution spectra in SARS-CoV-2 and rubella are correlated, it is likely that they 

413 also shared common mechanisms which generated these changes.  It is well established that 

414 several mechanisms of mutagenesis in DNA of tumors and normal cells can have not only 

415 distinctive base substitutions spectra but also diagnostic preference for trinucleotide mutation 

416 motifs [26, 36, 37].  Currently there is very little information about motif preference in RNA 

417 editing or mutagenesis.  Therefore, we assessed enrichment using all possible 192 trinucleotide 

418 mutation motifs (96 in plus and 96 in minus RNA strand) of each virus.  Enrichment values for 

419 each motif were calculated based on counts of mutations in a motif normalized for the motif 

420 content in the genomic background (see Methods).  Statistical evaluation of enrichments 

421 showed significance for several motifs even after FDR<0.05 correction to individual P-values 

422 was applied (S6A-C Tables).  However, base substitutions for the most-enriched motifs were 

423 present in low numbers, so these results require validation in independent studies (also see 

424 Discussion).  We concentrated on the motifs representing the most abundant types of base 

425 substitutions present in both viruses, i.e., on the C to U and U to C changes in plus-strand as 

426 well as on their respective complementary changes G to A and A to G.  For statistically-

427 significant enriched trinucleotide motifs containing one of these four base substitutions, we 

428 calculated the minimum estimates of mutation load (MutLoad) that can be assigned to 

429 mechanism(s) with preference for a significantly enriched motif (Fig 4, S6A-D Tables and 

430 Materials and Methods).
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431

432 Fig 4.  Trinucleotide-centered mutation motifs with statistically significant enrichment 

433 over random mutagenesis.

434 Bars represent minimum estimates of mutation load that can be assigned to motif-specific 

435 mutagenic mechanism (MutLoad) as described in Methods.  Statistical evaluation of 

436 enrichments was done by two-tailed Fisher’s exact test and corrected by FDR including p-

437 values for all 192 possible trinucleotide-centered base substitution motifs.  MutLoad for 

438 FDR>0.05 = 0.  Only results for motifs which included the most frequent base substitutions in 

439 the plus-strand, C to U, G to A, A to G, U to C, are shown.  Reverse complement motifs in the 

440 plus-strand corresponding to the statistically significant motifs mutated in the minus-strand are 

441 shown in parentheses.  If both plus-strand motifs in the reverse complement pair were 

442 statistically-significantly enriched in at least one dataset (in rubella or in a filtered SARS-CoV-2 

443 MAF), they are highlighted in red font.  Source data including calculations for all 192 motifs are 

444 in S6 Table.

445

446 The only revealed similarity between statistically-significant enriched motifs in rubella and in 

447 SARS-CoV-2 was for the uCn to uUn changes, consistent with the tCn to tTn ssDNA 

448 mutagenesis specificity of a subgroup of APOBEC cytidine deaminases.  However, even within 

449 the APOBEC-like group of motifs there was a difference between strong enrichment with uCa to 

450 uUa motif in rubella and the lack of statistically significant preference for this motif in SARS-

451 CoV-2.  There were also three groups of motifs significantly enriched in SARS-CoV-2, but not in 

452 rubella (see Tab 1 and Discussion for possible mechanistic assignment of these motifs).

453

454 We also assessed the potential loop vs stem preference for trinucleotide motifs containing C to 

455 U and G to U single base substitutions that showed overall loop vs stem preference.  None of 

456 trinucleotide motifs containing C to U base substitutions showed loop or stem preference in 
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457 selection-free SARS-CoV-2 NoDupsNonFunc filtered dataset and in rubella (S2 Fig and S7A, 

458 S7D Tables).  Several C to U containing trinucleotide motifs in SARS-CoV-2 datasets, where 

459 functional selection cannot be excluded, showed statistically significant bias towards mutations 

460 in loops (S2 Fig and S7B,S7C Tables), however more data accumulation is required in order to 

461 exclude the confounding effects of functional selection in specific sites.  No loop vs stem 

462 preference was detected in trinucleotide motifs containing G to U substitutions either in SARS-

463 CoV-2 or in rubella (S3 Fig and S8A-C Tables).

464

465 In summary, our agnostic analysis of trinucleotide signature motifs  demonstrated that the uCn 

466 (tCn) APOBEC-like mutagenesis, which is a major component in rubella hypermutation, also 

467 contributes towards the mutations accumulated in the genomes of infectious SARS-CoV-2 

468 spreading in the current pandemic.

469

470 Discussion

471 Previously, we demonstrated that hypermutation of the inactivated rubella vaccine virus can 

472 generate infectious virus particles in immunocompromised children [19].  Based on this work, 

473 we hypothesized that similar mutagenic processes may act upon the genomes of other similar 

474 plus-strand RNA viruses like  SARS-CoV-2.  The large-scale sequencing efforts producing 

475 genomes of tens of thousands of SARS-CoV-2 isolates allowed us to accurately identify 

476 mutations, build a mutation catalog for this virus, highlight similarities with hypermutated rubella 

477 and reveal unique features of SARS-CoV-2 mutagenesis (summarized in Table 1).

478
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479 Table 1. Analyses of base substitutions prevailing in rubella and in SARS-CoV-2 plus-
480 strand genomic RNAs

Feature Virus C to U G to A A to G U to C

rubella
High 

frequency

Frequent; 

Less frequent than 

C to U

High 

frequency;

Less frequent 

than U to C

High 

frequency; 

More frequent 

than A to G
Prevalence of 

a base 

substitution
SARS-

CoV-2

High 

frequency

Frequent; 

Less frequent than 

C to U

High frequency High frequency

rubella
Prefers loops 

over stems
ND ND ND

Secondary 

structure 

element 

preferred by 

base 

substitution

SARS-

CoV-2

Prefers loops 

over stems
ND ND ND

rubella uCn to uUn ND ND ND

Enriched 

trinucleotide 

motif(s)
SARS-

CoV-2

uCn to uUn;

aCn to aUn

cGn to cAn 

(reverse 

complement for 

nCg to nTg in 

minus-strand); 

nAu to nGu

(reverse 

complement to 

motif preferred 

by U to C)

aUn to aCn

(reverse 

complement to 

motif preferred 

by A to G)

Suggested 

mechanism

rubella 

and/or

SARS-

CoV-2

(i) Frequent C 

to U editing by 

tCn (uCn) -

specific 

APOBEC(s) in 

plus-strand;

(ii) new motif 

aCn to aUn

(i) Increased C-

deamination in 

nCg (CpG) minus-

strand motif 

(SARS-CoV-2 

only); 

(ii) No statistical 

support to 

APOBEC editing in 

minus-strands of 

either virus

A to G editing 

by ADAR(s) in 

plus-strand

A to G editing 

by ADAR(s) in 

minus-strand

481 ND – not detected

482
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483 Comparisons to hypermutated rubella strains demonstrated that the base substitution spectra 

484 correlate between the two viruses.  Two types of base substitutions – C to U (and its 

485 complementary G to A) and A to G ( and its complementary U to C), expected from endogenous 

486 mutagenesis by APOBECs and ADARs, respectively, prevailed in both viruses (Fig 2).

487

488 Since RNA can form secondary structures, any mutagenic processes active upon ssRNA would 

489 preferentially be formed in the loop regions of the secondary structures.  Analysis of A to G and 

490 U to C substitutions consistent with the biochemical specificity of ADARs did not reveal any 

491 preference for mutagenesis in loops versus stem regions.  ADARs are known to act on dsRNA 

492 substrates.  Thus, if ADARs did in fact contribute to induction of these substitutions, they should 

493 be acting on a dsRNA form, wherein we do not expect RNA to fold into secondary structures.  

494 We also found in SARS-CoV-2, but not in rubella, statistically significant enrichment of the nAu 

495 to nGu mutations along with its reverse complement aUn to aCn.  While these could reflect 

496 adenine deamination by one of the ADARs in either strand of a dsRNA intermediate, these 

497 motifs are different from the motif preference revealed by in vitro editing of artificial dsRNA 

498 substrate [8]. Also, there was no increase in ADAR scores in the SARS-CoV-2 A to G or U to C  

499 mutations (S1 Fig and S1 Data), thus indicating that ADARs may not be the primary source of 

500 these changes.  Alternatively, it is possible that these enriched mutation motifs are preferred by 

501 ADARs only in vivo.

502

503 Unlike A to G changes, in-depth analysis of C to U substitutions revealed that they were 

504 predominantly present in the RNA plus-strands of both viruses and demonstrated a preference 

505 for loops versus stems in the RNA secondary structure (Fig 3 and S5 Table). This phenomenon 

506 is similar to the preference of ssDNA and mRNA editing in loops by the APOBEC3A cytidine 

507 deaminase [35, 38].  Agnostic analysis of enrichments in all 192 possible trinucleotide mutation 

508 motifs highlighted statistically significant excess of uCa to uUa motif in rubella, however these 
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509 changes were not prevalent in SARS-CoV-2. Mutations in plus-strands of both viruses showed 

510 statistically significant enrichments with uCg to uUg and uCu to uUu motifs (Fig 4A,B).  These 

511 motifs belong to a group uCn to uUn (tCn to tTn in DNA) which is characteristic of several 

512 APOBEC cytidine deaminases ([14] and references therein).  We note that although these 

513 signatures were enriched in the non-functional mutations (NoDupsNonFunc), they did not pass 

514 the 0.05 FDR threshold in filtered datasets that included mutations with potential functional 

515 effects (NoDupsFunc). These differences in the mutation signatures between SARS-Cov-2 and 

516 rubella may be due to different APOBEC family members performing editing or due to the 

517 confounding presence of other sources of C to U mutagenesis, such as spontaneous cytosine 

518 deamination that frequently occurs in ssDNA [39] or oxidative mutagenesis capable of 

519 generating C to T mutations in ssDNA in vivo [40, 41].  In support of the role of oxidative 

520 damage in SARS-CoV-2 genomes, is the increased prevalence of G to U substitutions which is 

521 consistent with the oxidation of guanines in the RNA plus-strand (Fig 2). G to U changes could 

522 be caused by an increased level of oxidative damage generating 8-oxoG in viral RNA within 

523 cells or during sequencing library preparation [42, 43].  Frequent copying of 8-oxoG with A, 

524 would show up as G to U changes in the strand, where 8-oxoG was present.  However, since 

525 we analyze the consensus sequences of the viral genomes and not individual reads, errors 

526 during library preparation would most likely be filtered out and would not be represented in the 

527 viral genome sequence.  On the other hand, G to U changes were present only at low density in 

528 hypermutated rubella genomes indicating physiological differences between the two viruses.

529

530 There were two more groups of trinucleotide mutation motifs involving C to U (and 

531 complementary G to A) substitutions in plus RNA strand specifically enriched for SARS-CoV-2 

532 (Fig 4A,B).  The aCn to aUn (reverse complement nGu to nAu) group of motifs may represent a 

533 preference previously unknown for APOBECs in RNA or just a mutagenic mechanism yet to be 

534 defined.  The cGn to cAn group of motifs seen in the plus-strand may be in fact due to mutations 
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535 of the reverse complement motif nCg to nUg in the minus-strand. nCg to nTg (CpG to TpG) 

536 germline and somatic mutagenesis is universally present in DNA of species with 5-

537 methylcytosine and is generated by systems specialized to mutagenesis in methylated CpG 

538 sequences.  However various studies have demonstrated that CpG to TpG mutagenesis can 

539 occur independent of cytosine methylation [44, 45].  Several studies have shown that CpG 

540 dinucleotides are depleted in the genomes of SARS viruses indicating functional selection 

541 and/or increased frequency of cytosine deamination in these viral genomes [46-49].  Our study 

542 shows with high statistical confidence that nCg to nUg (CpG to UpG) mutagenesis in the minus 

543 strand is enriched (Fig 4B) supporting the role of nCg- (CpG)-specific cytosine deamination in 

544 minus RNA strand in SARS-CoV-2 genomic mutagenesis.

545

546 In summary, comparison of base substitution spectra and signatures between hypermutated 

547 rubella isolates and the SARS-CoV-2 multi-genome dataset demonstrates both similarities and 

548 differences in the mutational processes active upon the two plus-strand RNA viruses.  It is 

549 important to understand the mechanisms that contribute to mutagenesis of viral genomes, since 

550 hypermutation of even inactivated rubella vaccine virus was shown to generate reactivated viral 

551 particles [19].  We demonstrate here that the APOBEC-specific uCa to uUa changes that are  

552 highly enriched in hypermutated rubella, are much less prevalent in SARS-CoV-2.  We propose 

553 that assessment of uCa to uUa signature in viral genomes can provide insights into the potential 

554 hypermutation risk of SARS-CoV-2.  Moreover, understanding the genomic mutational patterns 

555 is important for predicting virus evolution.  Our study has highlighted several distinct features of 

556 SARS-CoV-2 mutational spectrum that, after validation with independent dataset(s) can be used 

557 to build predictive models for this and related SARS viruses.
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759 Supporting Information

760 S1 Fig.  Mean values of ADAR scores calculated as described in Methods.

761 Source data are in S1 Dataset.

762

763 S2 Fig.  Comparison of trinucleotide-centered motif C to U mutation densities between 

764 locations prone to loop or to stem formation in viral RNA genomes

765 Bars represent densities of base substitutions in stem- or in loop-forming regions. Densities are 

766 calculated by dividing counts of each motif mutations in either loop or in stem by counts of this 

767 motif in the loop-forming or in stem-forming regions of the reference sequence.  Statistical 

768 comparison between mutagenesis in stem vs loop for every base substitution was done by two-

769 tailed Fisher’s exact test.  P-values were corrected by FDR including 16 motifs containing C to U 

770 base substitution.  Brackets indicate pairs passing FDR=0.05.

771 * <0.05

772 ** <0.005

773 Source data are in S7 Table.

774

775 S3 Fig.  Comparison of trinucleotide-centered motif G to U mutation densities between 

776 locations prone to loop or to stem formation in viral RNA genomes

777 Bars represent densities of base substitutions in stem- or in loop-forming regions. Densities are 

778 calculated by dividing counts of each motif mutations in either loop or in stem by counts of this 

779 motif in the loop-forming or in stem-forming regions of the reference sequence.  Statistical 

780 comparison between mutagenesis in stem vs loop for every base substitution was done by two-

781 tailed Fisher’s exact test.  P-values were corrected by FDR including 16 motifs containing G to 

782 U base substitution.  Brackets indicate pairs passing FDR=0.05.

783 * <0.05
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784 Source data are in S8 Table.

785

786

787 S1 Data.  ADAR scores and complete ADAR analysis for SARS-CoV-2 filtered MAFs (contains 

788 source data for S1 Fig).

789

790 S1 Table.  Mutation calls and RNA fold prediction in SARS-CoV-2 genomes

791 S1A Table.  Complete list of mutation calls in all SARS-CoV-2 genomes in TCGA compatible 

792 Mutation Annotation Format (MAF); nucleotides named as in DNA.

793 S1B Table.  Annotation of predicted RNA-fold in SARS-CoV-2 reference positions.

794

795 S2 Table.  SARS-CoV-2 filtered Mutation Annotation Files (MAFs)

796 S2A_Table. NoDupsNonFunc - de-duplicated set of mutations from all samples of the dataset; 

797 non-functional

798 S2B_Table. NoDupsFunc - de-duplicated set of mutations from all samples of the dataset; 

799 aminoacid changes or protein-truncating

800 S2C_Table. NoDups - de-duplicated set of mutations from all samples of the dataset

801

802 S3 Table.  Mutation calls and RNA fold prediction in rubella genomes

803 S3A Table.  The list of 993 mutations in six rubella isolates (from [19])

804 Sequences are shown in DNA format (T instead of U) to maintain compatibility with other 

805 outputs of the mutation signature R-script

806 S1B Table. Annotation of predicted RNA fold in rubella reference

807

808 S4 Table.  Counts and densities of single base substitutions in SARS-CoV-2 and in 

809 rubella
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810 S4A Table.  Counts of base substitutions

811 S4B Table.  Densities of base substitutions. (Source data for Fig 2)

812

813 S5 Table.  Comparison of base substitution densities between locations prone to loop or 

814 stem formation in viral RNA genomes (Source data for Fig. 3)

815 S5A Table. SARS-CoV-2, NoDupsNonFunc - de-duplicated set of mutations from all samples of 

816 the dataset; non-functional

817 S5B Table. SARS-CoV-2, NoDupsFunc - de-duplicated set of mutations from all samples of the 

818 dataset; aminoacid changes or protein-truncating

819 S5C Table. SARS-CoV-2, NoDups - de-duplicated set of mutations from all samples of the 

820 dataset

821 S5D Table.  Rubella, all mutations

822

823 S6 Table. Statistical evaluation of mutagenesis in  192 trinucleotide-centered mutation 

824 motifs

825 Sequences are shown in DNA format (T instead of U) to maintain compatibility with other 

826 outputs of the mutation signature R-script

827

828 S6A Table. SARS-CoV-2, NoDupsNonFunc - de-duplicated set of mutations from all samples of 

829 the dataset; non-functional

830 S6B Table. SARS-CoV-2, NoDupsFunc - de-duplicated set of mutations from all samples of the 

831 dataset; aminoacid changes or protein-truncating

832 S6C Table. SARS-CoV-2, NoDups - de-duplicated set of mutations from all samples of the 

833 dataset

834 S6D Table.  Rubella, all mutations

835
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836 S7 Table.  Comparison of C to U trinucleotide motif substitution densities between 

837 locations prone to loop or stem formation in viral RNA genomes
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839 S7A Table. SARS-CoV-2, NoDupsNonFunc - de-duplicated set of mutations from all samples of 

840 the dataset; non-functional

841 S7B Table. SARS-CoV-2, NoDupsFunc - de-duplicated set of mutations from all samples of the 

842 dataset; aminoacid changes or protein-truncating

843 S7C Table. SARS-CoV-2, NoDups - de-duplicated set of mutations from all samples of the 

844 dataset

845 S7D Table.  Rubella, all mutations

846

847 S8 Table.  Comparison of G to U trinucleotide motif substitution densities between 

848 locations prone to loop or stem formation in viral RNA genomes

849

850 S8A Table. SARS-CoV-2, NoDupsNonFunc - de-duplicated set of mutations from all samples of 

851 the dataset; non-functional

852 S8B Table. SARS-CoV-2, NoDupsFunc - de-duplicated set of mutations from all samples of the 

853 dataset; aminoacid changes or protein-truncating

854 S8C Table. SARS-CoV-2, NoDups - de-duplicated set of mutations from all samples of the 

855 dataset

856 S8D Table.  Rubella, all mutations

857

858 S9 Table.  Acknowledgments to research groups and individuals provided SARS-CoV-2 

859 genome sequences to GISAID’s EpiCoV™ Database.
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